
Important information and security instructions for the
XXXIII° International Treffen 2016

Dear Wingers friends,

This treffen is a private event and each participant is fully responsible for his(her) bike 
aswell as accompanying persons. 
Meaning:You came to this treffen at your own risk and have to stick to traffic regulations. Since this
treffen is an event among friends, nobody but you yourself will  be liable for damages
during your stay in Italy.

Every biker has full liability for his bike and him(her)self. We will be organizing joint
tours during which a few rules of conduct have to be regarded.

Please consider – when riding in a group – we have no right to priority in
general traffic!!!

During our  tours  we will  be  accompanied through  marshalls  (with  yellow and  orange
jackets) to secure the convoy. These guides are our own members and please do not
depend on them blindly, they will not be able to block off traffic a 100 %.
Please note, that these security guides have to stick to the same traffic rules and have no
additional rights! They will try to secure our excursion at their own risk, therefore we all
have to stick to our rules and regulations!

Excursion:
The 1st and the last driver wear yellow/orange jackets. All participants will remain
between these 2 “yellow/orange” bikers! We drive behind the leader in rows of 2 - shifted 
to each other of course this depends on the street’s wideness.

Within the group no overtaking is permitted!

Stay within a good and constant distance to the person in front of you. Leave enough
distance for an emergency braking but not too much to keep the convoy short.

IMPORTANT! Pay attention to the marshalls! They will overtake the convoy from time to
time to be at the top of the convoy for the next roadblock. Keep an eye on the back mirror
and as soon as an “orange/yellow one” approaches leave space for them to
overtake.
The marshalls will give light signals when overtaking. We will not go over speed limits
given through the traffic laws, during out excursion. If someone has a engine breakdown
or similar, he/she must give signal to the Marshalls at the roadside. They will arrange for
assistance.

Finally we would like to wish you a pleasant and safe stay during our treffen and wish
you a lot of fun during the joint excursions!

Organizer team of Gold Wing Club Italia


